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Included in the Game Box



Figure 1: Prototypes of everything included in the game box. 1 Full Color Game Board 28 Plastic Town Miniatures 12 Plastic Wall Miniatures 3 Plastic Castle Miniatures 3 Resource Generation Dice 46 Cardboard Armies with Stands 35 Event Cards 1 Pad of Economic Ledgers 24 Cardboard Battle Damage Tokens 70 Cardboard Territory Markers 200 Paper Resource Sheets



28 Plastic Village Miniatures 14 Plastic City Miniatures 6 Plastic Fortress Miniatures 14 Combat Dice 1 Event Die 20 Discovery Cards 20 Marauder Cars 42 Cardboard Road Tokens 18 Cardboard Army Move Tokens 125 Cardboard Gold Coins 1 Rulebook



Introduction War of Kings is a game of economic development and military strategy. To win, players must manage their kingdom’s resources, explore new territories, and build magnificent cities and castles while they wage campaigns of conquest. But beware! The players are not the only forces vying for power. The Malador, foreign marauders, have taken advantage of the chaos to satisfy their lust for conquest and plunder by ravaging the land. Each round, the players will receive economically important resources based on the territories they control and the level of the settlements in those territories. They will also generate gold from the taxation of trade revenue brought to their capital from the far reaches of their kingdom. Players use resources and gold to build new settlements, upgrade existing ones, link them with roads, construct fortifications, and raise armies. Armies can be used to explore new territories and wage war against other kingdoms. Players accumulate achievement points for reaching economic and military milestones, such as controlling the largest kingdom or generating the most gold through an extensive trade network. The first player to accumulate thirteen achievement points wins!
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Setup Place the game board within easy reach of all players. Each player chooses a color and associated animal crest (except orange—orange is the color of the Maladorian Marauders and should be set aside for now) to represent their kingdom and places the corresponding armies, settlements, and territory markers in front of him or her. Each player should also receive a small number of road tokens. Each player begins the game with control of four territories that represent the core domain of their kingdom. A town is placed in the player’s capital territory, which is indicated with the player’s crest. A village is placed in the territory directly in front of it. These two territories are connected by a road. The player alsocontrols the two other territories adjacent to their capital territory. The player should place a territory marker in each of the four territories. Players begin with an army in the territory containing their village. The territory markers indicate political control of the territory whereas the color of the settlement indicates with what kingdom the settlement is culturally affiliated. Please see Figure 2 for recommendations regarding which kingdoms to play with different numbers of players, and Figure 3 for an example set up.



Figure 2: Diagram showing which kingdoms are recommended for games of different numbers of players. Divide the resource cards into stacks of each resource and place them near the board. Stack the gold coins nearby. The resource cards and gold coins in this reserve are collectively known as the “market.” Distribute initial resource cards and gold to each player as follows: 7 gold, 5 Timber, 7 Wheat, 7 Cattle, and 2 Stone. Each player receives an economic ledger to keep track of the economic status of his or her kingdom. Using the resource generation reference sheet, each player fills in the ledger with the starting resources that the player will earn when particular colors are rolled with the resource generation dice. Players should also calculate the amount of gold generated per turn through trade revenue and note it on the ledger. For a standard setup, each player will begin the game generating 9 gold. See Table 1 for how many resources each territory generates based on the level of the settlement in the territory. The economic ledger simply records what resources the player will be entitled to when a particular color is rolled on the resource generation dice. The resources and gold that the player actually has in his or her possession at any given time is represented by the resource cards and gold coin tokens.
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Figure 3: Starting setup for the purple kingdom. Setup is identical in form for all other kingdoms. Shuffle the Marauder deck, Event deck, and Discovery deck. Place them face-down by the game board. Place the dice within easy reach of all the players. The moved tokens, damage tokens, and fortifications should be placed in a location accessible to all players.



Understanding the Board Each space on the board is known as a territory. Any territories which share a border are adjacent to one another. Each territory is color-coded with either a red, yellow, green, or blue emblem that corresponds to the colors on the Resource Generation Dice. A territory will generate its resources when its color is rolled on the resource generation dice at the beginning of the Construction Phase. The quantity of the resource generated is determined by the level of settlement in the territory. See Table 1. The resource emblems indicate what resources each territory generates. The largest emblem indicates the territory’s primary resource. The smaller emblem represents the territory’s secondary resource. If a territory contains a settlement of high enough level to generate its secondary resource, then it is also generated on the same color as the primary resource. The color designates the color of the entire territory, not just the color of the primary resource.



Figure 4: Resource Emblems
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Figure 5: The Anatomy of a Resource Emblem All four edges of the board, whether ocean or not, are considered impassable. Likewise, the mountainous region in the center of the board is not a territory. It is impassable and may never be moved into or controlled by a player. Artistic features on the board, such as rivers, ruins, forests, or hills have no effect on gameplay.
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Overview of Gameplay Each round proceeds through six phases: 1) Construction 2) Event Dice, 3) Movement, 4) Discovery, 5) Battle Resolution and 6) the Supply Phase. Players check for victory at the end of each round. 1. Construction Phase — This phase is played simultaneously by all players. All players receive the amount of gold to which they are entitled based on the current trade revenue generated by their road networks. Then, all players must check to ensure that they do not have more armies on the board than can be supported by his or her settlements. If so, the player must purchase provisions (5 gold) for each unsupported army or remove the excess armies from the board. Next, one player rolls all three Resource Generation Dice. All players receive resource cards based on the colors shown on the dice and his or her control and development of territories of those colors. All players may exchange any of their resource cards and gold with the market to build or upgrade settlements, fortifications, construct roads, and recruit armies in eligible territories that he or she controls. Players may trade and negotiation among themselves. When all construction is complete, play passes to the lead player for his or her Event Die phase. 2. Event Die Phase — The lead player rolls the Event Die along with a single Resource Generation Die. This determines whether he or she must draw a Marauder card and resolve it immediately, or is eligible to draw an Event Card which may be played in the appropriate situation as described on the card to gain an economic or military advantage. The player then proceeds to the Movement Phase. 3. Movement Phase — During this phase the player may move any of his or her armies on the board that are eligible to move. Generally, an army may only move from one territory to any adjacent territory. However, an army may move two territories if both territories are connected by roads. Once an army has moved, place a “moved” token by it. If an army moves into a territory not controlled by that player it must immediately stop. If the territory is not controlled by another kingdom (or the Malador) then it is discovered in Phase 4. If the territory is controlled by another kingdom or the Malador but does not contain an army or settlement, then the territory is conquered. Otherwise, the player is considered to have made an offer of battle to the forces in that territory. The battle is resolved in Phase 5. He or she moves on to the Discovery Phase. 4. Discovery Phase — When an army moves into a territory that is not controlled by another player or the Malador, the player must draw a discovery card to determine what fate befalls the army. These cards are immediately resolved as they are drawn. If the player is discovering more than territory, then they may be discovered in the order the player chooses. When all discovery is complete, the Battle Resolution Phase begins. 5. Battle Resolution Phase – In this phase, all offers of battle the player has made are resolved. If the offer of battle occurs in a territory that only contains an opposing settlement, the settlement’s militia will always accept the offer and wage battle. If the territory contains one or more armies, the player who controls them selects whether or not to accept or decline the offer. The player to the current player’s left makes this decision for the Maldor if necessary. If the player is offering battle to forces in multiple territories, then the offers of battle are resolved in the order the attacking player chooses. 6. Supply Phase – The player may resupply any armies that do not have a moved token if they are in a territory with a town or city or in a territory that is connected to a town or city by the road network. Provisions cost 2 gold and remove all damage tokens from the army. Once the lead player has completed the Supply Phase, play passes to the player on his or her left. That player’s turn begins with the Event die phase and passes through all phases to the Supply Phase, and so on, until every player has had a turn. This concludes a round. At the end of a round, the players tally their achievement points and check to see if anyone has won the game. Otherwise, all moved tokens are removed from the board and another round begins with the simultaneous Construction phase.
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Gameplay Each round proceeds through six phases: 1) Construction 2) Event Die, 3) Movement, 4) Discovery, 5) Battle Resolution, and 6) Supply Phase. The Construction Phase is played simultaneously by all players. The remaining phases are played in sequence around the table starting with the lead player. The player who will have the next birthday is the lead player for the game.



1. Construction Phase All players receive an amount of gold based on the taxation of the trade revenue generated by the settlements connected to the player’s capital by the road network. Only settlements connected to the player’s capital by an unbroken road network generate gold for the player. The player must have control of all territories through which the road passes for it to be considered unbroken.. The settlement in the player’s capital territory will always generate its gold for the player because it is the capital territory. Then all players must check to ensure they do not have more armies on the board than can be supported by his or her settlements. If so, the player must purchase provisions (5 gold) for each army over and above what can be supported by the settlements. If the player cannot purchase the provisions, or chooses not to, then any excess armies are removed from the board. If a player must remove armies, he or she may choose which armies are removed.



Figure 6: Support Example. In this example, the purple kingdom finds one of its armies unsupported. The village is capable of supporting one army in its territory, and this Army 3 is supported. The town can support one army anywhere on the board, plus, the player is always allowed one additional army in the capital territory. Therefore, army 4 is supported because of the special capital territory rule, and either army 1 or 2 may be supported by the town. However, that still leaves one army unsupported. The player will either have to pay 5 gold to purchase provisions for the unsupported army to maintain it, or remove either army 1 or 2 to bring the number of armies back into line with what can be supported economically. Next, one player rolls all three Resource Generation Dice. These three 8-sided dice determine which color territories generate resources this round. Each color (blue, red, yellow, and green) is depicted on the die. Every player receives resource cards based on the colors shown on the resource generation dice and his or her control of territories of that color and the levels of settlements within them. Each resource card represents one “unit” of the resource indicated by the emblem on its face: wheat, cattle, timber, or stone. Each player is responsible for collecting his or her own resource cards. Players should keep their resource cards and gold in front of them during game play and visible to the other players.
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Table 1: Resource and Gold Generation Gold



Primary



Secondary



Control of the Territory Only



0



1



0



Village



3



2



0



Town



6



3



1



City



9



4



2



If a player keeps his or her economic ledger up to date throughout the round as settlements are built, upgraded, captured, or razed, the player can simply consult the ledger to determine what resources he or she should receive when any particular color is rolled. Note that it is possible for territories to generate resources more than once. For instance, if a color is rolled on two or even all three of the dice, then all territories of that color generate their resources two or three times, respectively. The colors on the Resource Generation Dice have no correlation to the kingdom colors. Table 1 shows the amount of gold and resources received by a player for having control over a territory or for having a settlement of a particular level in it. After the players have collected all the gold and resources to which they are entitled, all players may exchange any or all of their resource cards and gold with the market to build or upgrade settlements, fortifications, roads, and armies in the territories he or she controls. (See Table 2 for the prices of each.) Settlements and fortifications must be built incrementally from lower levels to higher levels, and the number of armies which can be raised in a territory depends upon the level of the settlement it contains.



Table 2: Pricing Gold



Timber



Wheat



Cattle



Stone



Road



3



2



1



0



0



Village



4



3



3



3



0



Town



6



4



4



4



1



City



8



4



4



4



2



Walls



4



1



0



0



2



Fortress



4



2



0



0



2



Castle



6



2



2



2



6



Army



5



0



3



3



0



Resupply Army



2



0



0



0



0
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Once a player has paid the requisite costs for an item, it may be placed on the board immediately. Players may bargain, negotiate, and trade resources and/or gold with other players or the market during this phase or any phase. Resource cards and gold may be traded or given among players in any manner that is mutually agreeable to all parties involved in the transaction. It is solely up to the players to keep track of any such agreements and enforce their terms. If a player cannot find another player to trade with, he or she may trade with the market at a rate of four of any one resource for one of any other. Players also have the option of buying one of any resource from the market for 5 gold. Once all of the players have completed their building, upgrading, and any other activities they wish to conduct during the Construction phase, players should update their economic ledge to reflect new resources or gold to which they might be entitled next turn. Play then passes to the lead player for his or her Event Die phase.



2. Event Die Phase The lead player rolls the Event Die along with a single Resource Generation Die. If the event die shows the orange emblem, then the resource die is ignored and the player draws the top card from the Marauder deck. These cards allow the player to take temporary control of the forces of the Marauders in the manner prescribed on the card. The player reads the card aloud, follows the directions on the card immediately, and then place it in a discard pile. If the Marauder Deck is depleted during the course of the game, reshuffle the discard pile and continue. See The Maladorian Marauders for more information. If the Event Die shows a flag, village, town, or city, the player checks to see if he or she has a settlement of that level or higher on a territory of the color shown on the resource die. The flag represents control of a territory of that color. If so, then the player draws the top card from the Event deck. The player should read the card silently and keep the card secret from other players until he or she chooses to play it in the situation described on the card. There is no limit to the number of Event Cards a player may hold at any one time. They may not be traded with other players. If the Event Card deck is depleted during the course of the game, shuffle any discarded event cards and continue play. Players never generate resources because of the roll of a resource die in the Event Die Phase.



3. Movement Phase After the player has resolved the event die, then he or she may move any of his or her armies on the board that are eligible to move. An army is eligible to move if it does not have a moved token by it. The player is not required to move any of his or her armies. An army may move from one territory to any adjacent territory. However, an army may move two territories if it moves between territories that are both connected by roads and the first territory is under the control of the player. An army must immediately stop if it moves into a territory not under that player’s control. If the territory is not controlled by another player or the Malador, then it will be “discovered” in the Discovery Phase. If the territory is controlled by another kingdom or the Malador, but does not contain an army or settlement, then the territory is conquered. See Conquering a Territory. Otherwise, the player is considered to have made an offer of battle to the forces in that territory. The battle is resolved in Battle Resolution Phase. Once an army has moved, a moved token is placed by the army to indicate that it is not eligible for any further movement on this round. Once the player has moved all of his or her armies that he or she desires to move, the Discovery Phase begins.



4. Discovery Phase In order for a player to expand his or her kingdom, the player will have to explore the territories that are not under the control of any kingdom. The player draws a discovery card for every undiscovered territory into which he or she moved an army into in the Movement phase and immediately resolves the card. Beware—the exploring army might encounter benefits and riches, but it could also encounter hardship and ruin! If more than one territory is being explored, the player may select the order in which they are resolved. Once all discovery cards are resolved, the Battle Resolution Phase begins.
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5. Battle Resolution Phase All offers of battle the player has made are resolved. If the offer of battle occurs in a territory that only contains an opposing settlement, the settlement’s militia will always accept the offer and wage battle. If the territory contains one or more armies, the player who controls them selects whether or not to accept or decline the offer. The player to the current player’s left makes this decision, if necessary, for the Malador. Battles are resolved as detailed in the section Battle Resolution.



6. Supply Phase The player may resupply armies that do not have a moved token if they are in a territory with a town or city or in a territory that is connected to a town or city by the road network. Provisions cost 2 gold and remove all damage tokens from the army. At the conclusion of each player’s turn, he or she should update his or her kingdom’s economic ledger to correctly reflect any changes in resources or gold generation. If a player’s resources or gold changes on another player’s turn, such as when one of the player’s settlements is conquered or razed by another kingdom, the player should update his or her kingdom’s economic ledger then as well. Once the lead player has completed the Supply Phase, play passes to the player on his or her left. The next player’s turn begins with the Event die phase and passes through all phases to the Supply Phase, and so on, until every player has had a turn. This concludes a round. At the end of a round, the players tally their achievement points and check to see if anyone has won the game. Otherwise, all moved tokens are removed from the board and another round begins with the simultaneous Construction Phase.



Settlements “Settlement” is a generic term for any village, town, or city in a player’s kingdom. The first and lowest level settlement is a village, and the third and highest level settlement is a city. Settlements allow a player to collect increasingly greater quantities of resources from the territories that he or she controls when the territory’s color is rolled at the start of the Construction Phase. They allow the player to collect additional gold through trade revenue if the settlement is connected to the player’s capital by the road network. Controlling territories with settlements in them also earns the player achievement points based on the number and level of the settlements controlled. Players may raise one army per round in a territory with a town and two armies per turn in a territory with a city. Each settlement also provides the kingdom with the ability to support more armies. A territory may only ever contain a single settlement. A player may only build a village in a territory that the player controls. Moreover, villages are the only settlements that are eligible to be built in a territory that does not already have a settlement in it. In subsequent turns, the player may upgrade a settlement one level per round if the necessary resources and gold are paid to the market. The only limit to the number of settlements in total that may be built or upgraded on a turn is the amount of resources and gold that the player has. A new or upgraded settlement will begin generating resources (and gold if it is linked to the player’s capital city by the road network) on the next round if its territory’s color is rolled. The number of settlements of a player’s colors provided in the game box is a “hard cap” on the number of villages, towns and cities that a player may have on the board of his or her cultural affiliation at one time. If a player runs out of those playing pieces, then new settlements of that level may not be constructed. If a territory that contains a settlement is conquered by another kingdom, then the territory marker is replaced with the marker of the conquering player, but the settlement itself is not replaced. The color of the settlement indicates its cultural affiliation, and it remains culturally affiliated with the player who constructed it, although control transfers to the conquering player. A settlement’s cultural affiliation never changes during the game. Fortifications may be built simultaneously with the construction or upgrade of a settlement. See Fortifications.
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Table 3: Settlement Characteristics Resource Generation



Gold Generation



Primary



Secondary



Armies Supported



Possession



0



1



0



0



Village



3



2



0



1 in the territory



Town



6



3



1



1 anywhere on the board



City



9



4



2



2 anywhere on the board



Gold and resources are generated by each settlement according to the Table 3, which also shows the number of armies each can support. In addition to the number of armies listed in Table 3, a capital territory can support one more army in that territory. See Capital Territories. If a settlement is attacked and there are no armies present to defend it, then the local militia is called up to defend the settlement from conquest. Militia always accept offers of battle, never withdraw, and cannot be used in any offensive capacity. The number of dice the militia defend and counterattack with is dependent upon the size of the settlement. See Table 4 for the combat characteristics of the militia. Likewise, the size of the settlement determines how many hits the militia can sustain before it is defeated. For the purposes of calculating numerical advantage, a settlement’s militia counts as one army. Thus, they will never outnumber an invading army. However, the militia does receive the appropriate fortification dice due to any fortifications the settlement might have. See Fortifications. See Battle Resolution for more information regarding combat. Once a militia has been dealt a number of hits equal to its damage characteristic, the militia is defeated and the territory is considered conquered. If the militia’s counterattack defeats the attacking army, the settlement is not conquered. See Conquering a Territory. If an attacker withdraws from combat or is defeated, then all damage to the militia is automatically restored.



Table 4: Militia Characteristics Combat Dice Damage Defend



Counterattack



Village



1



2



2



Town



1



2



3



City



2



2



3
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In all cases, if there is at least one army present in the territory with the settlement, then the militia is ignored. Additionally, a settlement will only rally its militia to defend the settlement if the settlement’s cultural affiliation (color) is different from that of the invading army. If the cultural affiliation of the settlement and army match, then the inhabitants of the settlement will welcome the return of friendly military forces. Rather than being conquered, it is “liberated” and is immediately captured without the need to offer battle. See Cultural Affiliation for more. Ordinarily a liberated settlement may not be razed; if the attacking player wishes to raze the settlement then the inhabitants will raise a militia and fight the army as if it is a foreign force.



Roads Roads link territories and are essential to bind a kingdom together both economically and militarily. In order to build a road between two territories the player’s kingdom must control both of the territories to be linked (unless permitted to do otherwise by a Discovery Card) and pay the requisite resources and gold to the market. When a road is built the road token should be placed so that is crosses the border of the two territories it links. A road may be used by the player on the same round that it is built. Roads do not belong to any one kingdom and function the same for all players. They are never destroyed. Roads serve three purposes: 1) Only settlements linked to the kingdom’s capital by a road network generate gold. It is not necessary for the settlement to be directly linked to the capital. So long as there is an unbroken chain of territories which are all linked by roads and are all under the control of the player, then the settlement is considered connected and will generate gold. Players can receive bonus achievement points if their road network is generating the most gold. See Winning the Game. 2) Roads allow armies to move more quickly and efficiently. If an army moves only between territories which are connected by roads and in possession of the army’s kingdom, it may move two territories instead of the usual one. 3) Roads allow a player to more efficiently resupply armies which has taken damage. In addition to being able to resupply an army in a territory with a town or city, armies may also resupply in a territory that is connected by roads to a territory that contains a town or city under the player’s control. See Resupplying an Army for more.



Fortifications A player’s kingdom will be better able to resist attack if it has built fortifications. Fortifications come in three “levels”—walls, fortress, and castle. In order to build a fortification in a territory, there must be a settlement present. However, settlements and fortifications may be built concurrently, i.e., a player may build both a village and walls in a territory that he or she controls in one turn. The only fortification eligible to be built in a territory with an unfortified settlement is “walls”. In subsequent turns, if the player chooses, and pays the necessary upgrade cost, a settlement’s fortification may be upgraded by one level per turn. The upgrade of settlements and fortifications are completely independent of one another. For example, it is possible to upgrade the fortifications in a territory to a fortress while the settlement remains a village. While unusual, it is even possible to have a village fortified by a castle. A territory may only have a single fortification in it at a given time. Fortifications provide bonus “Fortification Dice” that are thrown in addition to the standard combat dice and any other bonus combat dice to which the player might be entitled when he or she is defending a territory against attack. The number of fortification dice which may be thrown depends on the level of fortification present in the territory. See Table 5; Fortification Dice. See Battle Resolution for more information on combat.
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Table 5: Fortification Dice Bonus Fortification Dice When Defending and Counterattacking Walls



1



Fortress



2



Castle



3



Armies



War of Kings army prototypes made from Pendraken’s mid-medieval miniature line. Miniatures for army pieces are an optional addition to the game. The players’ military forces are composed of armies. During the player’s Movement Phase, he or she may move any or all eligible armies in order to explore new territories, defend his or her own territories against attack, or attempt to conquer territories from other players. An army is eligible to move if it does not have a moved token by it. Each army may only be moved once per turn. Once an army is moved, a move token is placed next to it to indicate that it is ineligible for further movement that round. Armies may move from one territory to an adjacent territory, but may move two territories if both territories are connected by a road and the player controls at least the first territory. In all cases, an army must immediately stop if it moves into a territory that is not under the player’s control. There is no limit to the number of armies that may be in a single territory. The movement of each army is completely independent of the movement of the others. For instance, two armies in a single territory may both move into the same territory, each move into different territories, or one or both of them may choose not to move at all. Likewise, armies from different territories may all choose to move into a single territory. When an army is first recruited a moved token is placed with it making it ineligible for further movement (including withdrawals from offers of battle) that round. At the end of each turn the players must check to see if he or she has more armies than can be supported by the settlements in his or her kingdom. If
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so, the player must either purchase provisions (5 gold) for each excess army or remove the excess armies from the board. If armies must be removed, the player may choose which to remove. Importantly, purchasing provisions for unsupported armies is entirely independent from resupplying armies which have taken damage. Purchasing provisions only ensures that the army is maintained at its current level of readiness. It does not allow the player to remove any damage tokens. In order to remove the tokens, the army would still have to be resupplied. An army can sustain three “hits” before it must be removed from the board, whether these hits are received in battle or in other situations (such as by encountering a plague in the discover phase). The number of hits each army has received is tracked by placing damage tokens underneath the army’s base. Anytime an army takes a hit, one damage token is placed beneath its base. Once the army receives three hits, the army must be removed from the board. An army may never receive more than three damage tokens.



The Maldorian Marauders The orange game pieces represent the Malador, a non-player horde that is controlled by a card based mechanic. Players have the opportunity to take control of the Maladorians during their Event Die Phase if they roll the orange emblem, and then only in the manner indicated on the drawn card. They may use them to their own advantage or to the detriment of other players. At the beginning of the game there are no Malador settlements or armies on the board. Their placement during gameplay is triggered by certain Marauder or Discovery cards. The Malador have a number of characteristics that make them different from the players’ kingdoms. The Malador: 1) never receive any resource cards or gold. 2) never need to be concerned with keeping their armies supported. This means that the number of Maladorian settlements on the board is never a constraint on the number of armies the Malador may have. 3) never receive event cards. However, a player who is controlling the Malador for whatever reason may use any relevant event cards in his or her hand to aid the Malador should the player desire. 4) have no capital territory. 5) does not take a regular turn, but rather are controlled by different players if the event die causes them to draw a card from the Marauder deck. 6) never receive achievement points, and therefore cannot win the game. 7) capture or raze a settlement in a territory conquered, only as determined by the roll of a die. If the Marauders conquer a settlement, the player controlling the Marauders rolls one blue D8. If the sword symbol is rolled, the settlement is razed and removed from the board. The Marauders collect no resources for razing a settlement. Otherwise the Malador claim it as their own. In either case an orange territory marker is placed in this territory. 8) are controlled by the player to the left of the current player if for any reason a player’s action triggers a response from the Malador (i.e. if a player attacks a Marauder settlement or army). 9) never build cities. Any Maldorian town is considered to be “maxed out” in settlement level and is not eligible for further upgrade. 10) never build castles. Any Maladorian settlement with a fortress is considered “maxed out” in fortification level and is not eligible for further upgrade. Whenever a Marauder army is placed on the board (for any reason) a “moved” token is placed by it, making it ineligible to move for the remainder of the round.
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Capital Territories Capital territories are significant because settlements must be connected to it through the road network that pass only through territories that player controls in order for those settlements to generate gold for that player. The settlement in the capital territory always generates gold for the player since it is the capital. Also, capital territories can support one additional army in that territory than it would otherwise be able to because of level of the settlement in that territory.



Cultural Affiliation Every settlement on the board is culturally affiliated with a particular kingdom (or the Malador!). This affiliation is simply noted by the color of the settlement miniature. Once established, cultural affiliation never changes. Even if the territory containing the settlement is conquered, only the territory marker is changed. Cultural affiliation has four main effects on the game: 1. A settlement will not call up its militia if the settlement’s cultural affiliation matches that of the attacking armies. Instead, the attacking player may automatically liberate it and replace the territory marker with one of his or her own. Importantly, if the settlement’s territory contains defending armies, then the attacker must still defeat the armies before the territory may be conquered. If a player wishes to raze a liberated settlement, then he or she must fight the local militia regardless of cultural affiliation. 2. Cultural affiliation is used to determine when a player’s kingdom becomes an empire. In order to become an empire and gain the requisite achievement points, the player must control at least two settlements that are not of the player’s culture and together these settlements must represent three total “levels” of settlements. See Checking for Victory. 3. A settlement that has a cultural affiliation different than that of the kingdom that controls it has the potential to rebel if the territory is not garrisoned by an army. This can occur when the relevant card is drawn from the Marauder deck. 4. A player may only raise an army (or armies) in a territory that he or she controls and that contains a town or city that is of his or her cultural affiliation. Plus, having control of a settlement with another player’s cultural affiliation is a fantastic way to flaunt the conquest! If a player chooses to upgrade a settlement that is under his or her control but is of a different cultural affiliation by paying the necessary upgrade cost to the market, he or she may do so but it remains the other cultural affiliation. That means the player replaces the existing settlement with an upgraded piece of the other player’s color. Note, however, that if the other player does not have more available settlement pieces of that level, then the settlement cannot be upgraded.



Territorial Control Territory markers indicate a kingdom’s control of the territory in which it is placed. Not only do players receive one unit of the primary resource in a territory just for controlling it, but controlling a territory prevents other players from placing Marauders in the territory. Territorial control also determines where a player may build his or her settlements. When a player conquers another kingdom’s territory, replace the territory marker so that it indicates control by the new player. The Marauders can establish control over a territory even if they do not have a settlement in the territory. For instance, if Marauder armies are placed in an otherwise empty territory, a Marauder territory marker should also be placed in the territory. This means that even if the armies are no longer present for any reason, the territory remains under Marauder control and is not eligible for discovery on future turns. Instead, the territory can be conquered as if it were under the control of another player.
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Battle Resolution Defending a kingdom and forging an empire will require the player’s armies to engage in battle. All of the offers of battle the player made during the Movement Phase are resolved in the Battle Resolution Phase. Because each army is moved independently, multiple armies from several adjacent territories may partake in a single offer of battle. The player whose turn it is and who moved the armies into the territory is referred to as the attacker (and will roll the red combat dice) and the player who’s territory has been entered by the attacker is known as the the defender (and will roll blue combat dice). The attacking player is said to have “offered battle” to the defending player in that territory. A player may make offers of battle to multiple kingdoms in multiple territories in a turn. In that case, the offers of battle are resolved in the order that the attacking player chooses. When the attacking player designates an offer of battle to resolve, the defending player in that territory selects one of two possible responses: Withdraw or Wage Battle. Withdraw means that all or part of the defending forces chooses not to defend the territory and instead moves to an adjacent territory which that player controls. The withdrawal response is only available if the defending player is in control of at least one territory that is adjacent to the one in which battle has been offered and only for those defending armies that do not have moved tokens by them. The player chooses to wage battle, the defending armies will fight to retain control of the territory. If the defender has only a settlement in the territory, it automatically chooses Wage Battle. This represents the city transferring its watch to military duty, local lords riding to the battle with their household guard, and the peasant levy being called up to attempt to repel the invaders and prevent that conquest of their home. Militia never withdraw and will always fight until it is defeated. Note, however, that if the territory has a settlement and one or more armies in the territory and all of the armies withdraw, the settlement does not rally its militia. It is too disheartened by the withdrawal of the armies to mount an effective defense and the attacking player automatically conquers the territory. If the offer of battle is made to the Marauders, then the player to the current player’s left makes the decision regarding whether or not the Marauders wage battle or withdraw (if they are eligible to do so). If the Marauders withdraw, that player may choose to which territory they withdraw if that is an option.



Withdraw If all of the armies in the defending forces withdraw from the territory, this ends the resolution of the offer of battle in this territory and the attacking player conquers the territory.



Wage Battle If one or more armies in the defending forces choose to wage battle, then the attackers and defenders will meet in combat. If there is only an opposing settlement in the territory, then the attacker will wage battle with the militia.



Explanation of Combat Dice Three types of dice are used in combat. They are as follows: Standard Combat Dice (D8) - The 8-sided battle dice are used to resolve battles between kingdoms. The red dice are used by the attacker and the blue by the defender. These are the basic dice that that armies and militia use to attack and defend themselves.
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Bonus Combat Dice (D6) - The 6-sided purple bonus dice are used when one side outnumbers the other. They are used by both the attacker and defender, whoever has numerical superiority. Fortification Dice (D6) - The grey fortification dice are used if an army or militia is defending a territory that contains a fortification. The defender rolls a number of fortification dice equal to the level of fortification in the territory. These fortification dice are rolled in addition to the Standard and Bonus Combat Dice to which the player may be entitled. An attacking player never received fortification dice.



On all of the combat dice a roll of swords indicate that one “hit” of damage has been dealt to the opposing side. Hits can be negated by a roll of a shield by the other player. In all cases a roll of a blank side has no effect and are ignored.



Sequence of the Combat Round In a round of combat both the attacking and defending players will have an opportunity to try to inflict damage on one another and defend themselves from damage according to the following sequence. 1. Determine Numerical Superiority - First, the number of armies in the attacking force and defending force are counted. If one side has more armies than the other, then that player has numerical superiority. The player with more armies receives one bonus combat die for each army by which they outnumber the other player. If the attacker outnumbers the defender, the attacker would receive the appropriate number of red bonus dice. If the defender outnumbers the attacker, the defender would receive the appropriate number of blue bonus dice. Example: If there are two armies in the attacking force and two army units in the defending force then neither side has numerical superiority neither is entitled to roll any bonus dice. If the attacking force contains two armies and the defending force contains one army, the attacker will receive one bonus die when attacking and one bonus die when trying to negate hits from the defender’s counter attack. Numerical superiority is recalculated at the start of every combat round, so it is possible for numerical superiority to be gained or lost from one combat round to another as armies are removed because of damage taken in combat. 2. Attacker rolls his or her attack - The attacker attacks the defender by rolling four of the red standard combat dice, plus any bonus combat dice the attacker may receive as the result of numerical superiority. For each sword emblem (⚔) rolled, the attacker potentially scores one hit against the defending army. All rolls of shields and blanks are ignored. The number of hits the attacker scored is tallied. 3. Defender defends - The defender now has an opportunity to negate these hits. The defender rolls two blue standard combat dice, plus any blue bonus combat dice to which the player may be entitled due to numerical superiority, plus any fortification dice to which he or she may be entitled due to the presence of fortifications in the territory. One of the attacker’s hits is negated for every shield the defender rolls. All swords and blanks that are rolled are ignored. 4. Damage is distributed to the defender’s armies - If any hits rolled by the attacker were not negated in the defense roll, that number of damage token must be distributed to the armies in the defending force by placing a damage token for each hit that was not negated under the armies. Damage tokens are distributed in the attackers favor. In this way the elimination of whole armies may be forced by the attacker. No army may be assigned more than three damage tokens, but even if an army receives its third damage token it
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is not removed for the board yet. It may still participate in the counterattack. If there are no armies present in the territory and the attacker is fighting a settlement’s militia, then damage tokens are placed next to the settlement. 5. Defender counterattacks - The defender rolls a counterattack against the attacker. If the defender is counterattacking with armies, then he or she rolls four blue standard combat dice, plus any bonus battle dice to which the player may be entitled due to numerical superiority, plus any fortification dice to which he or she may be entitled to because of the presence of fortifications in the territory. If the defender is counterattacking with only a settlement’s militia then he or she rolls the number of standard combat dice shown in Table 4: Militia Characteristics, plus any bonus or fortification dice to which he or she may be entitled. Each sword emblem rolled (⚔) is a potential hit against the attacking army. All shields and blanks are ignored. The number of potential hits is tallied. 6. Attacker attempts to negate hits from the counterattack - The attacker then tries to negate any potential hits the defender rolled against his or her armies in the counter attack. The attacker rolls two red standard combat dice plus any bonus battle dice to which he or she may be entitled due to numerical superiority. Any shield rolled negates a hit. All swords and blanks are ignored. 7. Damage is distributed to the attacker’s armies - The attacker must distribute any hits that were not negated to his or her armies by placing damage tokens beneath an army for each unnegated hit. Damage token are assigned in the defender’s favor. In this way, the defender may be able to force the elimination of whole armies rather inflict lighter damage on each. 8. Removal of armies - Any army on either side that has received its third damage tokens is removed from the board. These armies have been routed, destroyed, or otherwise rendered completely combat ineffective. If all of the defender’s armies have been removed from the board, or if the settlement’s militia has received all the number of damage tokens equal to its damage characteristic show on Table 4, then the attacker’s campaign has been successful. The attacker conquers the territory. See Conquering a Territory. This ends the offer of battle in that territory. If all of the attacker’s armies have been removed, then the defender has successfully repulsed the invasion. This also ends the offer of battle in that territory. If all of the armies of both the attacker and defender are removed, then the invasion was not successful. The defending player retains control of the territory and any settlements therein. If the defender had only militia in the territory, any damage tokens assigned to the settlement are immediately removed. If both the attacker and defender still have at least one army in the territory, the attacker has the option of withdrawing or continuing the campaign. If the attacker chooses to withdraw, then the player must move all of his or her remaining armies back into the territories from which they came (remembering to keep their moved tokens with them). This concludes the offer of battle in that territory. If the attacker chooses to continue the campaign, then battle is offered again. As before, the defender may either withdraw (if that option is available) or accept the offer and wage battle. If the defender chooses to wage battle, then another combat round is fought and the cycle repeats itself until either the attacker or defender chooses to withdraw or all of the armies on one or both sides are eliminated.



Conquering a Territory If a territory is attacked, and the armies or militia defending it are eliminated, then the territory is conquered. If the territory contains a settlement, then the attacking player has two choices: to capture that settlement or to raze it. The Marauders are an exception; a dice roll determines whether they capture or raze a conquered settlement (See The Maladorian Maruaders). If a player chooses to capture the settlement in the conquered territory, then the player replaces the opposing player’s territory marker with a marker of his or her color and leaves the other player’s settlement on the board. Do not replace the settlement. The settlement remains culturally affiliated with whichever kingdom initially constructed it. Nevertheless, the settlement now functions as one of the player’s own by
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generating resources, providing gold, supporting armies, resupplying armies, etc. In fact, captured settlements may immediately begin supporting the new player’s armies. It might be critical that a player captures a settlement during the Battle Resolution phase in order to support the armies on campaign! However, a player can not raise armies in towns or cities not of their cultural affiliation.



Table 6: Resources and Gold Received for Razing a Settlement Gold



Timber



Wheat



Cattle



Stone



Village



2



1



1



1



0



Town



5



3



3



3



0



City



9



5



5



5



1



Alternatively, instead of capturing a conquered settlement, a player may choose to raze it. When this option is chosen the settlement is ransacked. It is removed from the board and the player who razed the settlement receives the resources specified on the following table. If the settlement had any fortifications they are also removed from the board. No additional resources are granted for razing the fortifications. The player then takes control of the territory and places his or her Territory Marker in the territory.



Winning the Game A player wins the game by being the first to earn thirteen achievement points. Players earn achievement points throughout the game when they accomplish certain economic and military objectives as described below.



Control of Settlements Players earn achievement points based on the number and level of settlements he or she has political control over. Players earn the same number of achievement points regardless of whether not the player built the settlement, upgraded it, or conquered it from another player or the Malador, i.e. cultural affiliation of the settlement is not considered when awarding achievement points for political control of a settlement. Players receive 1 Achievement Point for each village, 2 for each town, and 3 for each city. Establishing an Empire Players receive two achievement points for establishing an empire. A player establishes an empire by having control of settlements that are not affiliated with them culturally as well as having the settlement in his or her capital territory being a city. Specifically, 1) the player’s capital must have been upgraded to a city in size, 2) that player must have control of territories that contain at least two settlements that not of his or her kingdom’s cultural affiliation, and 3) those settlements must jointly represent at least three settlement “levels”. Example: The red player has upgraded his capital to a city, has control of a territory with a Maladorian village in it, and has control of a territory that contains a town of the white player. This qualifies the red kingdom for imperial status, and the player earns two additional achievement points. Multiple players may simultaneously have empires and all receive the two additional achievement points. However, if on a future turn a player’s kingdom ceases to fulfill all three criteria for an empire, the player’s kingdom loses imperial status and the two achievement points. The player can attempt to reestablish his or her empire on future turns.
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Heavily Fortified Any player who has control over territories which together contain at least five levels of fortifications (in any combination of walls, fortresses, or castles) receives the “Heavily Fortified” achievement and its associated two achievement points. For example, a player would be Heavily Fortified if he or she controls three territories, two of which contain walls and one of which contains a castle. If on a future round the fortifications in the kingdom are reduced to below this level, this achievement and its corresponding achievement points are forfeited. The player may try to achieve Heavily Fortified again on a future turn.



Most Profitable Trade Network The first player to generate at least 24 gold in trade revenue receives the “Most Profitable Trade Network” achievement and two achievement points. Only one player in the game may possess this achievement at a time. If the player’s trade revenue falls below 24 gold on a future turn, the achievement is lost along with the two achievement points. Similarly, if that player is surpassed in gold generation by another player by the end of the round, this achievement and the two achievement points are transferred to that player. Merely tying the gold generation of the player who already has this achievement at the end of a round is not sufficient to take it away from the player. If two or more players reach 24 gold at the end of a round then whoever is generating the most receives this achievement. If the players are tied, then this achievement is not awarded until one player has surpassed the other as the end of the round.



Largest Kingdom The player who is the first to have control over seven territories (regardless of whether or not the territory contains a settlement) earns this achievement and its two achievement points. Only one player in the game may possess this achievement at a time. If, on a future turn, the number of territories the player controls falls below seven, this achievement is given up along with its two achievement points. Similarly, if by the end of a future round a player surpasses that player in number of territories controlled, then this achievement and its two achievement points are transferred to that player. Merely tying the number of territories held by a player who already holds this achievement is not sufficient to take it away.



Checking for Victory At the end of every round, the players should compare achievement points and determine whether a player has accumulated enough to win the game. Players only check for victory at the end of each round. This ensures that every player has an equal number of turns to earn achievement points. If, at the end of a round two or more players have enough achievement points to win the game, the player with the most achievement points wins. If the players have exactly the same number of achievement points, the players compare the number of cities each has and the player with the most wins. If both players have the same number of cities, the number of towns is compared, then villages, and finally territories without settlements that are under their control. If the players are still exactly tied, then the players compare numbers of castles, fortresses, and walled settlements in descending order of fortification level. The player with the most number of the highest level of fortifications wins. If the players are still tied at this time, the game is a draw.



Player Elimination A player is eliminated when there are no more armies and settlements under his or her control. However, a player may find it increasingly difficult to operate if his or her kingdom is dismantled by the armies of opposing kingdoms. Also if a player loses the kingdom’s capital, they can no longer generate gold until it has been reconquered.
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Player Forfeiture At any point if a player wishes to forfeit the game, at the beginning of her turn he may announce his or her forfeiture. At this point, all of her settlements are converted to Marauder armies or settlements.
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Frequently Asked Questions 1. I have one of the event cards that allows me to use it for three of one of the same resources, but I only need one or two of that resource. May I play the card and then add any remainder to my stockpile by adding the appropriate number of resource cards? No. When one of those cards is played any of those resources which are unused are simply lost. 2. If I play the “Forced March” event card, may I move a single army three territories if the first two territories it move through all connected by roads and I control the first two territories the army moved though? Yes! The Forced March card allows the army to move one additional territory that it would otherwise be entitled. So, if the army moves through two of your territories that are connected by a road and that you control (its “standard” allowable move), then it may move into a third territory adjacent to the second. 3. If I play the “Forced March” event card, may I move a single army four territories as long as they are all connected by roads and I control the first three territories. No. The Force March event card only allows an army to move one additional territory to which it would otherwise be entitled. That means the three territories would be maximum number of territories a single army could ever move with the card. 4. I just raised an army during the Construction Phase and have a “Forced March” event card. Can I play that card to move the army I just raised? Yes! Under ordinary circumstances that army would not be entitled to move, but if you play the Forced March card, then you could move it to one adjacent territory. 5. Someone played the “Limited Logistics” event card against one of my armies and therefore placed a “moved” token by it. I have a “Forced March” event card. Can I play it to move that army? Yes! Under ordinary circumstances that army would not be entitled to move at all, but if you play the Forced March card, then you could move it one adjacent territory. 6. I have drawn a card that allows me to move, or move and attack, with at least one Maladorian Marauder army. I also hold a “Forced March” card. Can I play “Forced March” move the marauders an additional territory. Yes, and that might make quite a nasty surprise for another player! You are always allowed to play any event cards in your hand on the marauder’s behalf whenever you control them for any reason. However, in this situation, remember that the Forced March card only applies to a single army, and not to all armies in a territory. Also, remember that in order to take advantage of Forced March, the Maladorians would have to move into one territory that they already control and then into a second territory as any army that moves into a territory it does not control automatically stops. 7. I am attacking and I play the “Heroic Charge” event card. It says I can roll an additional red bonus combat die for this round. Obviously this means that I receive this bonus die when I make my initial attack, but do I still receive the bonus die when I defend myself against the defender’s counter attack? Yes! The bonus die is rolled in both circumstances. The combat round is not over until the attacker has resolved the attack and the defender’s counter attack is resolved as well. Then it is discarded. If the defender is not defeated and you choose to press the attack, then that opens a new combat round, however, and the Heroic Charge card would no longer apply. If you have another though, you could play it for this round.
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8. I am being attacked and play the “Shield Wall” event card. It says I can roll an additional blue bonus combat die for this round. Obviously this means I receive this bonus die when I defend myself against the initial attack, but do I still receive the bonus die when I roll my counter attack? Yes! This answer is similar to the one regarding “Heroic Charge”. The combat round is not over until the attacker has resolved the attack and the defender’s counter attack is resolved as well. Then the card is discarded. Of course, if you do not defeat the attacking forces and the attacker chooses to press the attack for a second round of combat, then the card would not apply. 9. I am attacking and have two (or more!) “Heroic Charge” event cards. Can I play them all on the same round of combat and receive two (or more!) bonus dice on this round of combat? Yes! 10. I am being attacked and have two “Shield Wall” event cards. Can I play them all on the same round of combat and receive two (or more!) bonus dice on this round of combat? Yes! 11. I conquered a territory containing a settlement of another player (or of the Malador) and decided to raze it. Now, in the next Construction Phase, I want to build a new village in the territory since I control it. Of what cultural affiliation is this village? Yours! This is in fact the only way that a settlement in a territory could change cultural affiliations during the game. 12. I am under attack in multiple adjacent territories. When the attacking players declares to resolve one of the battles, can I withdraw with the eligible army (or armies) in that territory into an adjacent territory and have them join the battle in that territory when the attacking player chooses to resolve that battle. Yes. This is a legal move (so long as the withdrawing armies have not already moved that round). Importantly, however, as soon as these armies make that withdrawal, they receive “moved” tokens. This means that they would not be eligible to withdraw from that territory if the battle there turned against them—but the armies already in that territory might be. 13. I attacked several adjacent territories of the defending player in the same turn. The player chose to withdraw from some territories and move those armies into another territory I am attacking. I now face battle there at a numerical disadvantage that I did not anticipate when I initiated this offer of battle. Can I choose to withdraw and just cancel my offer of battle in that territory? No. There is no option for you, as the attacker, to withdraw at this time. You are committed to at least one round of battle. After that round, you, as the attacker, have the option to withdraw as normal. This represents your armies beginning their campaign to conquer the territory by the other armies of the defending player marching in unexpectedly. The attacking player has the option of resolving multiple offers of battle in the order he or she chooses and so it is or her responsibility to account for the possibly that the defender will make “strategic retreats” from some territories to present a more robust defense of other territories. Plan accordingly. 14. I have been attacked my army in the territory cannot withdraw because it already has a “moved” token, but I do have a Forced March. Can I play it to allow the army to withdraw? Yes.
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15. I am attacking an army that has already received two damage tokens with an army what has non. Do I receive any bonus dice in this situation? No. The bonus dice for numerical superiority are only awarded for whole armies. How many damage tokens armies have is irrelevant for the purposes of calculating numerical superiority or receiving bonus dice. 16. My armies were attacked and successfully repelled the attackers. Do I have to put moved token by the armies involved in the battle? No. Moved tokens are not necessary in this situation. Defending a territory is not considered movement. The armies that participate in the battle will still be eligible for movement on your turn. 17. I was attacked and was able to only defend the territory with the settlement’s militia. The militia took all of their damage, but the attacking armies were also destroyed. Do I retain control of the territory? Yes. And the damage tokens are removed from the settlement. If any other player attacks the settlement they will find a fully “refreshed” militia.
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Appendix A: Unique Event Card Text Number of Each Card in the Deck is Still Begin Finalized



Sample formatted Event Cards



Bountiful Harvest Play this card during the Resource Generation Phase. Roll one extra Resource Die and collect resources from the result. Only the player who uses this card will receive any benefit from this extra roll.



Nature’s Blessing Play this card just after the roll of the resource generation dice. You may select one settlement on the board on a color that was not rolled this round. The settlement will generate resources as if its color had been rolled this turn.



Early Spring Play this card prior to the roll of the resource generation dice. You may designate any one settlement on the board. It will generate double the number of resources this turn.



Heroic Charge When attacking, play this card before your roll of the attack dice. You may roll one additional bonus combat die for this combat round only.



Shield Wall When defending, play this card before your roll of the defense dice. You may roll one additional purple D6 for this combat round only.



Forced March Play this card during the Movement Phase. One of your armies may move an additional territory. This extra move may be used to move the army into an offer of battle.



Rally the Troops Play this card immediately after your combat dice roll (blue or red). You may reroll all of the dice. You must abide by the results of this reroll.
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Bombardment Play this card if you are attacking a territory in which the defender has a fortification. That player rolls one less fortification die this combat round.



Saboteur Play this card during the Construction Phase. Choose a player and draw one Event Card at random from his or her hand. Keep it for yourself.



Creative Engineering Play this card during the Construction Phase. It takes the place of any two resources.



Rest and Resupply Play this card during the Resupply Phase of your turn. You may resupply one army unit anywhere on the board that has not moved this turn.



Bountiful Bovine Play this card during the Construction Phase. It takes the place of three units of cattle.



The Art of War Play this card immediately after a round of combat, but before damage is allocated to the armies. You may allocate damage to your units in any manner you see fit.



Live off the Land Play this card during your Support Phase. You may use this card instead of purchasing Provisions for one army unit.



Fanatics for Your Cause Play this card during the Construction Phase, and you may raise one army for only 2 gold coins (rather than the usual 5) in addition to the standard resource cost.



Limited Logistics Play this card during the Construction Phase. Place a Move token under any army unit on the board. This army unit may not move or supply for the duration of this round.



Thievery Play this card during your Movement Phase. Choose a player and take any two of his or her resource cards. Add them to your own.



Raise a Road Play this card during the Construction Phase. Place a road anywhere on the board linking any two adjacent territories. You do not have to have possession of these territories.



The Market Play this card during the Construction Phase. During the turn this card is played, you may sell resource cards to the bank for 2 gold coins each, up to a maximum of five times.
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Great Grains Play this card during the Construction Phase. It takes the place of three units of grain.



Substantial Stone Play this card during the Construction Phase. It takes the place of three units of stone.



Teeming Timber Play this card during the Construction Phase. It takes the place of three units of timber.



Surrounded Play this card when a player or Marauder army chooses to retreat from your armies. This card prevents their retreat and compels them to accept the offer of battle or enter another round of combat.
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Appendix B: Unique Marauder Cards Number of Each Card in the Deck is Still Begin Finalized



Foment Rebellion! Choose a settlement that is not of the cultural affiliation of the player who controls it and that is not garrisoned by at least one army. Roll a red D8. If a sword is rolled, the population rebels. Replace the control marker with the control marker of the Maladorians. If there are no settlements eligible for revolt, move or attack with at least one eligible Marauder army in a single territory.



On the Move! Move or attack with at least one eligible Marauder army in a single territory. Marauder armies may not move into an undiscovered territory. If there are no eligible Marauder armies on the board, place one Marauder army in any territory not controlled by a player.



Build It Up! Upgrade a settlement controlled by the Maladorians and increase its and fortification by one level. OR Place a walled Maladorian village with two Marauder armies in any territory not in possession of a player.



Growing Population Upgrade a settlement controlled by the Maladorians and add one Marauder army to the territory. OR Place a walled independent village with one Marauder army in any territory not in possession of a player.



Rest and Resupply Supply all Marauder armies within a single territory of your choice (removing all damage counters). If there are no Marauder armies that have taken damage, you may place a Marauder army in any territory not controlled by a player.



Reinforcements Place one Marauder army in any territory not controlled by a player. OR Move or attack with at least one eligible Marauder army in a single territory. Marauder armies may not move into an undiscovered territory.



Fortify Increase the fortification level of any territory controlled by the Maladorians by one level. If there are no territories controlled by the Maladorians eligible for fortification upgrade, place one Marauder army in any territory not controlled by a player.
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Appendix C: Unique Discovery Cards Number of Each Card in the Deck is Still Begin Finalized •



The territory is empty. You may capture the territory without incident.



•



There is a Maladorian village and fortress in the territory. The village is garrisoned by one Maurader army. The invading player may choose to either attack the settlement or withdraw to the territory from which it came.



•



One Maurader army ambushes your army. It immediately attacks, and you are forced to offer one round of combat. After the first round, you are free to withdraw according to normal rules. For the duration of combat, the Maurader army rolls the red combat dice.



•



There is a walled Maladorian village in the territory. The village is garrisoned by two Marauder armies. The invading player may choose to either attack the settlement or withdraw to the territory from which it came.



•



The territory is empty, but the army encounters a horrific plague. Roll two purple D6 for each army discovering the territory. For every sword symbol rolled, an army suffers one point of damage. You may distribute this damage to your armies in any manner you see fit. If an army survives, you may capture the territory without further incident. If an army does not survive it must be rediscovered by another army unit before it can be captured.



•



The territory contains one Marauder army. The invading player may choose to offer battle to the army or withdraw to the territory from which is came. The Marauder army rolls the blue combat dice for this combat sequence.



•



The territory is empty, but the army encounters a plague. Roll one purple D6 for each army discovering the territory. For every sword symbol rolled, an army suffers one point of damage. You may distribute this damage to your armies in any manner you see fit. If an army survives, you may capture the territory without further incident. If an army does not survive it must be rediscovered by another army unit before it can be captured.



•



The territory is empty, and you find two readily available units of the primary resource of the territory that may be immediately added to your stockpile. You capture the territory without incident.



•



The territory is empty, and you discover an easily accessible vein of gold. Immediately add 3 gold to your coffers. Additionally, you may capture the territory without incident.



•



The territory is empty, but you discover three readily available units of the primary resource and two units of the secondary resource to add to your stockpile. Additionally, the player may capture the territory without incident.



•



You discover an ancient roadway system. Place one road connecting this territory to any adjacent territory of your choice. The player also captures the territory without incident.



•



You discover an ancient roadway system. Place two roads connecting this territory to any two adjacent territories of your choice. The player also captures the territory without incident.



•



There is a Maladorian village in the territory. The player may attack it or withdraw to the territory from which it came.
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Game rules for #Whatmovesyou #Michelin 

Manufacture Française des Pneumatiques Michelin. Département 2 Roues. #Whatmovesyou. 23, Place des Carmes-Déchaux. F-630
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FIVB Rules Of The Game 2015 German - FIVB.com 

Es besteht aus 10 cm groÃŸen, quadratischen Maschen. An der Ober- und. Unterkante befinden sich zwei 7-10 cm breite, umgefaltete, Ã¼ber die ganze.
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game of war fire age das offizielle pdf 

Are you looking for game of war fire age das offizielle PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download game of war fire age das offizielle Pdf to any kind of device ...
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End of Game 

Jeder Spieler wÃ¤hlt GENAU EINE der folgenden fÃ¼nf Optionen: ... nimmt etc., kann ein Spieler IMMER einen einen PR Stein kaufen und IMMER Dividende.
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WAR GAME MICHAEL FOREMAN GUIDED PDF 

Read Online Now war game michael foreman guided Ebook PDF at our Library. ... game michael foreman guided PDF may not make exciting reading, but war ...
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The Rules - Rise Of Tribes 

Throughout the game, you shall grow your tribe, move across the land, gather resources and lead your people to victory. As we know, all tribes really just want ...
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The Rules - Rise Of Tribes 

As soon as a player has reached 15 victory points, they have immediately won the game! There are no additional turns - it's up to YOU to take your tribe to 15.
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TBs/Teilnahmebedingungen Kings of Leon FB 
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social media rules of engagement - Irving ISD 

Sin embargo, los comentarios serán monitoreados por la civilidad y la idoneidad. A continuación se describen las Normas
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[YA] rules DE.indd - Days of Wonder 

Wir laden Sie ein, sich unserer Online-Spie- ler-Gemeinschaft ... Konto bei â€žDays of Wonderâ€œ hinzu oder richten. Sie ein neues Konto unter www.daysofwonder.
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How Many Kings 

frank in cense for His œ œ œ .œ .œ œœœ œœœ. 43 ... BRIDGE ff .œ. Œ. .œ. ‰ œœ. Oh. ...œœœ ...œœœ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ.
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Rules of our bar - The Ritz-Carlton 

Wenn Sie Fragen zu unseren Speisen bezÃ¼glich Allergien haben, zÃ¶gern Sie bitte nicht, unser Personal zu fragen. Wir helfen Ihnen sehr gern weiter.
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Simplification of the rules and extension of the General Block ... 

experience has revealed a need to fine-tune the rules in the General Block Exemption. Regulation. In particular, higher notification thresholds for aid for culture ...
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kings queens pdf 

File type e-Book KINGS QUEENS PDF - If you serious looking for Ebook kings queens PDF? You will be glad to know that rig
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a game of thrones das offizielle pdf 

Read and Save Ebook a game of thrones das offizielle as PDF for free at Online Ebook Library. Get a game of thrones das offizielle. PDF file for free from our ...
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a game of thrones das offizielle pdf 

Save As PDF Ebook a game of thrones das offizielle today. And You can Read Online a game of thrones das offizielle PDF file for free from our online library.
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Blank_German Rules 

si im i, o n i us en. S I K EN. De e n or n i l te t NU e n we s ob t K uf b u f p. e l ir. Es t e F en S b e. De , e. e n t we di in g er l t. Be h u g. Ma re e. Ec m e. B A K.
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# Hack Para Clash Of Kings Android Espaol Yahoo 194 

Are you are searching for Hack Para Clash Of Kings Android Espaol Yahoo hack or cheats online? Then your going desire to
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Tournament Rules 

o. â€¢. â€¢. Page 15. â€¢. â€¢ o o o. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. Page 16. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. Page 17. Page 18. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. Page 19. VERHALTENSREGELN IN TURNIEREN. Page 20. Page 21. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. â€¢. Page 22. VER
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body + rules 

BODY + RULES. Dezember 2017. Design - DIY - Spirit. PLOTTERDATEI BODY + RULES | copyright Â© Dez. 2017 | sprotty design Sabine Sprotte | sprottydesign.
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V78 Songs of War - sc new 

... CH-1674 Vuarmarens, Switzerland. +41 (0)21 909 1000 (Phone) - +41 (0)21 909 1009 (Fax) www ... Through the win dows. - through doors. 16. BA. Tp.1. Tp.2.
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diary of a wicked war pdf 

Erweiterten Beschrnkten Steuerpflicht Nach 2 Astg, Digestive System Multiple Choice Quiz With. Answers, and many more ebooks. We are the best and the biggest in the world. Our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answe
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ways of warriors codes kings pdf 

guide is also related with ways of warriors codes kings PDF, include : Uber Schriftstellerei Und Stil. Uber Lesen Und Bucher Uber Sprache, Uniden Answering ...
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